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The process of
building trust is
quite different
in Belarus and
Denmark, for
example. Which is
more important:
Getting to know
each other or get
through the to-do
list?

In the Cultural Mirror
By Mette Bærbach Bas.
Author and cross-cultural trainer, Denmark
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id you know that almost
everything you do is a result
of your culture? Did you also
know that more often than not your
culture prevents you from achieving
your goals when collaborating with
foreigners?
As citizens in a modernised global
world, we need to take a long and
hard look in the mirror and find out
how our inherited way of thinking
and acting has an effect on dealing
with people from around the globe. If
we chose not to look in the cultural
mirror and just continue doing
business as usual, we miss out on
great opportunities and growth.

inherited way of thinking – унаследованный образ мысли
to look in the cultural mirror - посмотреть в «зеркало культуры»
orphanage (n) ['ɔːf(ə)nɪʤ] – приют,
детский дом
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Volunteer at a Russian orphanage
The first step is to be aware that
cultural differences matter. I did not
know any of that when I was a young
girl and went to Russia to work as
a volunteer at an orphanage. I had
not thought about how my behaviour
would affect my surroundings. I
certainly did not know that the way
I acted was a direct result of my
cultural upbringing.
I was born in Denmark and after
many stays abroad I am now back
in my mother country raising my
family and working as a crosscultural trainer. Every time I lead

to affect [ə'fekt] - оказывать воздействие, влияние
surroundings (n) [sə'raundɪŋz] – среда,
окружение
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cultural upbringing – культурная среда
(воспитание в рамках определенной
культуры)
cross-cultural trainer – специалист в
области межкультурной коммуникации
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a workshop on culture, I remember
my first crucial experiences in
Russia.

workshop
(n) -
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I was young and insecure, and
I smiled too much to everyone I
met. My behaviour derived from
my upbringing in Denmark, which
is one of the most egalitarian
societies in the world. I would
behave as if I was equal to everyone
I met. I was informal in the way I
dressed and I talked no different to
a common taxi driver than to the
director of the orphanage. This did
not make me popular. I failed to
understand the hierarchical system
and I never became close with the
children or the people working at
the orphanage. I was actually quite
lonely.
That was many years ago. Since
then, I have been on national
television in Denmark many times

to talk about the importance of
understanding your own culture
before you travel the world or
initiate partnerships abroad. I
wrote a book called The Cultural
Mirror and I teach cultural
understanding at Danish and
foreign multinational companies.
None of this would ever have
happened if I did not go to Russia
and experienced one cultural clash
after another. Here is what I have
learned: the key to cultural success
is building relations, chose the right
management style, and keep social
values in mind.

Building relationships
Building relationships is about
building trust. We need to trust
each other before we commit. This
is universal. However, the way we
create, build and sustain trust is
anything but.

Is negotiation
a win-win or
a win-lose
situation
from your
perspective?

workshop (n) ['wɜːkʃɔp] - семинар
insecure (adj) [ˌɪnsɪ'kjuə] - неуверенный
behaviour (n) [bɪ'heɪvjə] - поведение
to derive from [dɪ'raɪv frɔm] - происходить

egalitarian society – эгалитарное
общество
hierarchical system – иерархическая
система
to initiate partnerships – налаживать
партнерские связи

What is your
management
style and does
it give you the
results you
want? If not –
maybe it is time
to adjust.

social values - социальные ценности
to build trust - устанавливать доверие
to commit [kə'mɪt] - связывать себя
обязательством
to sustain [sə'steɪn] - поддерживать
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I often see this when
Scandinavians collaborate with CIS.
The Scandinavians, and especially
the Danes, are pushy, informal
and focused on their to-do lists.
Belarusians, for example, wish to
know more about the people with
whom they do business. This creates
a cultural clash, which you can
easily avoid by understanding a bit
about the origin of the two different
countries.

hundred years. This is bound to
have an impact on the outlook of
the Belarusian people. They might
be more cautious when thinking of
the future, as the conditions of living
can and have changed radically.
Today, Belarus has two extremely
powerful neighbours – Russia in the
east and the EU in the west. Both
neighbours influence the economy,
culture and values of Belarus and
the Belarusians.

If we take a brief look at the
recent history of Belarus, it becomes
clear that the country and its
people have experienced at least
two revolutions during the last

Denmark, on the other hand, is
safely tucked away in the middle
of Scandinavia, safely located in the
European Union. Neither the borders
nor the governmental structure have

CIS (n) [ˌsiːaɪ'es] – СНГ (Содружество
Независимых Государств)
pushy (adj) ['puʃɪ] – назойливый, бесцеремонный

to-do list – список дел
cultural clash – столкновение культур
to avoid [ə'vɔɪd] - избегать
to be bound to – иметь тенденцию к
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cautious (adj) -

['kɔːʃəs] - ОСТО
РОЖ

НЫЙ,
ОСМОТРИТЕЛ
ЬНЫЙ

cautious (adj) ['kɔːʃəs] - осторожный,
осмотрительный
to tuck away [tʌk ə'weɪ] – прятать,
укрывать
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or across management levels? Is
the tone and behaviour formal or
informal? If these parameters differ
significantly, you need to adjust
your management style accordingly.

Have a look
in the cultural
mirror before
and get to
know your own
culture before
you travel the
world or initiate
partnerships
abroad.

In my case, I was not aware
that hierarchy in Russia is quite
different compared to Denmark. If
I had adjusted my manners and
known my place in the hierarchal
structure, maybe my stay in Russia
would not have been so lonely.

Tip: If you are not sure – ask! Most
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people like to explain how they
see the world and how things are
where they come from. You will find
valuable information for adjusting
your management style as well as
trust building.

changed in more than a hundred
years. Denmark is a welfare state
and its people are safe, feel secure
and are time and again proclaimed
as the happiest nation in the world
– mainly because of our positive
outlook on the future and our
enormous trust in each other and
our government.
Consequently, Danes do not need
a lot of time building trust. It is
already there. They therefore tend
to focus on the task and their to-do
lists. Belarusians have a long and
proud tradition of getting to know
each other profoundly by being
social and showing hospitality.
From my point of view, Belarusians
seem to enjoy building a strong
relationship and they are not in a
hurry in the process.

to proclaim [prə'kleɪm]- объявлять
to perceive [pə'siːv] - воспринимать
impatient behaviour – нетерпеливое
поведение

Keep social values in mind
The final clue to success in
an increasingly global world is to
understand how social values work.
Social values can be primarily
masculine or primarily feminine.
No society consists of only
masculine or only feminine values.
Masculine values are regarded
as money, success, ambition
and competition. Russia is an
example of a society with primarily
masculine values. Feminine values
are inclusion, nurture and care for
the weak, and focus on value of life.
The Scandinavian countries have
primarily feminine social values.
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inclusion (n) -

[ɪn'kluːʒ(ə)n] - ИНКЛЮЗИЯ

These cultural differences
show themselves in negotiation

Tip: When you work with Danes
and people from Northern Europe,
remember that they have a very
different outlook than you. What you
might perceive as pushy, informal
or impatient behaviour can in fact
just be a result of different cultural
upbringing. If you can see past this
and focus on the intention of your
counterpart, the collaboration will
be much more effortless.
Chose the right management style
When you manage employees
with different cultural backgrounds,
there are crucial parameters to
consider, the hierarchy of your own
culture as well as the people you
lead. Is the hierarchy flat or steep?
Is the power distance low or high?
How do you communicate – in silos
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counterpart (n) ['kauntəpɑːt] - коллега
crucial parameter – ключевой фактор
flat (adj) [flæt] – плоский, пологий
steep (adj) [stiːp] - крутой
in silos – не делясь информацией
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masculine (adj) ['mæskjulɪn] - мужской
feminine (adj) ['femɪnɪn] – женский
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inclusion (n) [ɪn'kluːʒ(ə)n] - инклюзия
nurture (n) ['nɜːʧə] - воспитание
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to obstruct

[əb'strʌkt]
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situations. A person with very
masculine social values might
perceive negotiation as a winlose situation and use his show
of strength and power in any way
possible be the winner. A person
with feminine social values might
wish to create a win-win situation
where both parties compromise and
consequently get some, but not
everything they want.

-

Tip: Find out what are your
social and personal values and
reflect on how they affect your
encounter with other cultures. Are
they productive or do they actually
obstruct the cultural contact? If
yes, how can you adjust?

consequently (adv) [‘kɔn(t)sɪkwəntlɪ] следовательно, поэтому
encounter (n) [ɪn’kauntə] - столкновение, схватка

Adjusting – the secret to
cultural success
Knowing each culture’s
point of origin makes us able
to understand the cultural
differences at stake. Reflection
is therefore a vital part of being
culturally intelligent. But this is
not enough. To succeed in the
cultural encounter we need to
practise adjusting our immediate
reactions. This is an ongoing
lesson to be learned and refined.
But the reward to all your
struggles is that you will have a
much better chance achieving
your goals when collaborating with
foreigners.

to obstruct [əb'strʌkt] – препятствовать
to adjust [ə'ʤʌst] - приспосабливаться
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